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Introducing HAL—the pioneer among pendant heat 
lamps, featuring independent controls for heat and 
light. This simple yet ingenious feature will redefine 
flexibility and precision for discerning restaurants  
and hotels, transforming buffet and plating workflows 
into a symphony of light and warmth.

SAY HELLO TO HAL.



THE ORIGIN TALE RADIATING FEATURES

Necessity, as they say, is the mother of invention—a 
principle deeply embodied in our latest product 
development here at the Stayhot factory. 
 We’ve often heard from industry professionals 
about the need for a pendant heat lamp with 
independent light and heat controls. 
 Observing the absence of such a product, 
we saw a rising trend in orders for heat lamps of the 
same model but with divergent specifications: some 
equipped with standard infrared bulbs to provide 
heat, and others with conventional LED lighting, to 
only provide light. This highlighted a clear preference 
for design uniformity, even if it meant foregoing the 
primary function of said heat lamps. 
 Motivated by these insights, we embarked 
on a journey to engineer an optimised solution. Fast 
forward to today and we’re excited to introduce HAL 
to the world.

HAL is the very first pendant heat lamp on the market 
to offer separate light and heat controls, resolving the 
ongoing dilemma for chefs and hoteliers of choosing 
between light and heat for their buffets and plating 
stations. With HAL, you get the best of both worlds in 
one package. 
 Separating light and heat with a simple flip of 
the switch opens the door to a far more flexible and 
customisable workflow, tailored to each restaurant 
and their specific setup. 

Superior Heat

HAL employs a potent 450 W Carbon 

Fibre Quartz Tube, ensuring the food 

receives impeccable and consistent 

warmth. This heat source surpasses 

conventional infrared bulbs in both 

longevity and temperature intensity.

Captivating Light

A custom made, integrated LED ring 

brings a distinct light source to the 

buffet and plating station, where the 

food is clearly put into focus.

New Rise & Fall Design

HAL sports a brand new rise and fall 

design, utilising a custom made pull-

box wire module that is as visually 

stunning as it is easily adjustable.



Heat
With plenty of ambient light already 

available or when an aura of mystique 

is desired, the Heat Only function will 

be your weapon of choice.

Heat And Light
The most utilised setting combines 

the best of both worlds — potent 

heat meets distinct light with the 

Light And Heat setting. 

Light
When presenting or showcasing cold 

dishes, utilise the Light Only setting 

to guarantee optimal illumination, 

ensuring every detail is vividly and 

attractively highlighted.

HEAT AND LIGHT 
HEAT AND LIGHT 
HEAT AND LIGHT
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Stayhot Focus Pendant Heat Lamp HAL

Colour Options

Stainless 
Steel

Black

THE ANATOMY

Material 
Powder Coated Aluminium, Stainless Steel
 
Heat Source 
450 W Carbon Fibre Quartz Tube 

Light Source
LED

Colour Temperature
3000 K 
 
Voltage & Frequency
230 V, 50 Hz 
 
Dimensions
Diameter 310 mm, Height 220 mm 
 
Total Retractable Variability 
1200 mm

Technical 
Specifications



Engineered with meticulous attention to detail and 
precision in the heart of Sweden, HAL is the epitome 
of Scandinavian design and innovation. 
 Don’t miss your chance to be at the forefront 
of this culinary revolution. Hang with HAL today and 
be among the first to experience its game-changing 
capabilities, elevating your restaurant to new heights. 



Find out more @ stayhot.se


